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INTrODuCTION
Between May and December 2013, a team of city planners, architects, 
economists, engineers and transportation planners examined the 
Nieman Road Corridor between Shawnee Mission Parkway on the south 
to 55th Street on the north. The team, headed by LMN Architects, 
worked extensively with the City Staff and a steering committee made 
up of various stakeholders with interests in the downtown area, including 
property and business owners. During the course of the planning effort, 
the team held three public workshops and had a storefront studio that 
was open to the public over a two day period. Community members 
participated in these opportunities to interact with the team and convey 
their concerns and issues. The team benefited hugely from these 
discussions.

The work of this team built upon previous activities sponsored by the 
City and the Mid-America Regional Council (MARC). The team also 
added to those efforts, their own assessments and experiences of 
corridors that have been transformed elsewhere in the country. The 
recommendations emerging from this effort address both the street itself 
and the adjacent land uses. Direction and actions for both the public 
sector and private sector are identified.
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objeCtiveS
1. Over time, transform the street and adjacent properties into a place 

that is walkable with regard to safety, convenience, comfort and 
access to transit, while recognizing the prevalence of automobile and 
truck movement.

2. Offer more choices within the planning area for living, working and 
purchasing goods and services.

3. Create a better network of pedestrian connectivity to and between 
nearby neighborhoods as well as within the district itself.

4. Enhance the overall economic value of businesses and properties 
within the corridor.

5. Re-introduce natural features consistent with the historic pattern 
of meandering watercourses, trees and other vegetation and to 
enhance the habitat.

6. Enhance the identity of the corridor as both a gateway to downtown 
and an extension of downtown commercial activities.

7. Celebrate the historical and cultural significance of the area.

prinCipleS
1. Attract a wider variety of businesses to the corridor to serve the 

community. 

2. Encourage the re-investment in or revitalization of underutilized properties.

3. Retain and support existing businesses and integrate new uses with them.

4. Employ “placemaking” techniques to create a recognizable ambiance.

5. Maintain a healthy, stable housing stock in adjacent neighborhoods.

6. Encourage a range of new housing types throughout the corridor.

7. Examine multiple ways of commemorating and interpreting local history.

8. Enhance the safety and image of the corridor through state-of-the-art 
lighting.

9. Increase the tree canopy along the street to frame the corridor and offer 
shade.

10. Apply methods of traffic calming while maintaining smooth flow.

11. Manage the collection and infiltration of stormwater through natural 
methods.

12. Encourage walking and transit use through improved sidewalks and 
separation from traffic lanes.

13. Encourage bicycle use by various methods.

14. Recognize the transitional nature of commercial activities within the 
corridor between Shawnee Mission Parkway and the downtown core.

15. Examine the addition of public space for community events.

16. Identify catalyst projects that can spur transformation of the corridor.

17. Build champions to advocate public and private investment in the 
corridor.        

Early in the process, the consultant team worked with the City staff 
and the Steering Committee to establish a number of objectives 
and planning principles for the corridor.
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reCommended direCtionS

1. eConomiC inveStment StrategieS

An assessment of market demand in the area that includes the Nieman 
Corridor was conducted early on in the study. The findings reveal 
that there are plenty of opportunities for generic and national brand 
retailers in many locations elsewhere in the region. 

Indeed, few national retailers would consider the Nieman Road 
Corridor as a viable location, due to lack of visibility from a regional 
arterial which is critical to national brands. This exposure is essential 
to siting requirements of most national brands. Furthermore, there is 
relatively limited potential for office development due to smaller and 
comparatively shallow parcels of property, as well as the fact that there 
are many other locations in the metro area already ideal for office 
uses.

The assessment identified three categories of uses that could be 
added or enhanced within the Nieman Road Corridor, which include 
moderate density residential, personal services, and food oriented 
businesses. But the economic strategy should begin with the 
businesses that already form a solid underpinning for the corridor. 

The following four directions should create a climate for new 
investment and a lively atmosphere for both residents and visitors 
alike: retain existing businesses, strengthen/expand to food 
purveyors,add more personal services, and add a variety of new 
housing.

Figure 1-1 NiemaN road Corridor lookiNg south
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Retain Existing Businesses

The City should take steps to ensure that existing businesses 
can stay and continue to contribute to  the vitality of the area. In 
particular, auto repair businesses have had a long history of being 
present along the street. They are an integral part of the character 
of the corridor; in some ways they are a contemporary counterpart 
to the blacksmith who was one of the original businesses in the early 

1800’s. Moreover, they are compatible 
with food sellers and personal services. 
It should also be noted that current 
practices of auto repair operations are 
unlike the older versions that were messy 
and involved lots of outdoor storage of 
parts and vehicles. 

Today’s auto shops are clean and well-
maintained. In fact, Donovan’s on Nieman 
is a prime example of a sparkling, well-

presented shop front, with its new facade and signage. The City 
could assist others in enhancing their buildings and signs to fit with 
a new array of enterprises. This might also require amending the 
codes to allow those businesses to be expanded or upgraded. The 
City should continue to encourage the use of financial incentives 
already available to existing businesses to convert portions of their 
properties to new uses, such as a coffee shop – a business missing 
from the corridor that could serve customers and the community 
well.  

Figure 1-2  automotive orieNted uses aloNg the Corridor

Existing 
businesses are 
an integral part 
of the character 
of the corridor.

Figure 1-3 idea For CoNvertiNg a CaNopy to aN additioNal busiNess 
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Strengthen/Expand to Food Purveyors

By a recent count, the Nieman Road corridor contains nine places 
that provide food in some manner. Eating establishments are a 
type of business that cannot be replaced by the internet. Indeed, 
changing lifestyle preferences suggest that people are increasingly 
seeking unique, “hand-made” foods rather than generic brands 
that can be obtained anywhere. The provision of interesting food, 
prepared or provided fresh, with personal interaction with the owner 
could be a solid underpinning for Nieman Road. All of the current 
food businesses (five restaurants, a meat market, a cupcake maker, 
an ice cream shop, and a new specialty market) are locally owned 
and provide an increasingly rich diversity of choice in the area.

The City and the Shawnee Economic 
Development Council (SEDC) should 
pursue a focused marketing strategy 
to bring more unique food businesses 
to the corridor. This will require some 
“active pursuit;” that is, identifying likely 
prospects and assembling programs and 
incentives to attract them. This is a pro-
active attitude; rather than waiting for new 
businesses to show up, going to them and 

seeing what it would take to get them to open up another spot. The 
City already has a number of financial incentives available to do this 
but there may need to be other tools added. Also many businesses 
of this type are attracted to areas that have upgraded their image 
through strategic capital investments in the streetscape and public 
spaces. Unique restaurants and start-ups like being a part of a 
place with new energy and identity. Sometimes giving a district an 
evocative name can help in this regard. 

The City and the SEDC should set a goal of attracting five to ten 
new food purveyors to the district by the year 2016. The area 
already offers a variety of locally owned, unique food-oriented 
businesses. By working to recruit existing businesses to open a 

Figure 1-4 loCal restauraNts aNd CaFes

People are 
increasingly 
seeking unique 
“hand-made” 
foods.

new outlet, the City can help to build up the area’s reputation as a 
magnet for restaurants, bakeries, grocers, and others. Some of these 
new businesses could go into vacant space; others might need to 
renovate existing or build new structures; still others might occupy 
space as leases expire. If redevelopment occurs on catalyst sites, 
that can open up additional opportunities. This could be reasonably 
accomplished, through a concerted and cooperative effort or 
actively outreaching to food businesses.
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Add More Personal Services

The retail sector of the economy has been affected by consumers 
using the internet to purchase goods. While this is currently a 
small percentage of total retail expenditures, it is fast expanding. 
Furthermore, the great recession caused a “re-set” in spending 
patterns, with sales in general declining and retail space inventories 
increasing. Most economists have concluded that the U.S. has a 
massive over-supply of retail space. This does not bode well for 
adding new space for the sale of goods.

However, one category of commerce 
that cannot be replaced with the internet 
is personal services. This includes hair 
cutting, nail salons, dental and medical 
care, exercise, counseling, and many 
other activities that require face-to-
face interaction. Nieman Road already 
contains many of these uses but more 
could be added. 

Add a Variety of New Housing

There is evidence that some people are seeking different housing 
choices, both from a demand and supply perspective. Some 
households are aging and looking to downsize while still remaining 
in the community. There are younger households without children 
looking for smaller, inexpensive places to live and start their move 
into home ownership. There are relatively few available places for 
seniors without going into a retirement center. The Nieman Road 
corridor contains a number of parcels that could be developed with 
a variety of housing choices.

Housing and mixed use development is a critical component of 
an economic development strategy. It is the most effective way to 
support local retail. Residents support goods and services many 
times more than workers. This is because 
residents are present seven days a week, 24 
hours a day. Since our national economy is 
shifting away from needing new retail space, 
land can now be used for people living in an 
area. just as with having a goal for attracting 
food-related businesses, there should be 
a goal of attracting up to 100 new housing 
units over a five year period.

Figure 1-5 serviCe orieNted busiNesses aloNg the Corridor Figure 1-6 example oF iNFill housiNg

Personal services 
require face to 
face interaction 
that cannot be 
provided on the 
internet. Housing can 

be the most 
effective way 
to support 
retail.
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2. reStore the Stream  / Create a Central green 
 
Re-naturalize the Stream Bed

The tributary to Turkey Creek that runs through the corridor was 
channelized, straightened, and reconstructed with solid concrete 
walls several decades ago. Although this was done under previous 
design direction popular at the time, this is now an obsolete 
practice. Now regulating agencies, including the Army Corps 
of Engineers, have jointly re-thought today’s “best practices” 
of stormwater management. Newer strategies now lean toward 
restoring more natural stream beds, removing any “armoring” and 
adding vegetation that can slow the movement of water and accept 
infiltration over time.

In fact, such work is occurring all over the country, in part, fueled 
by funding programs that contribute to this effort. The science of 
stormwater management has been through a virtual revolution, 
with an attitude that recreating natural systems is the best course 
of action. An example of the stormwater management revolution 
is Turkey Creek itself, which is currently undergoing stream bank 
stabilization. Turkey Creek is designated as a component of the 
Streamway Park system through the cities of Merriam, Overland 
Park and Mission. We suggest that the City explore opportunities 
for cooperation among jurisdictions, especially regarding hydraulic 
design data sharing and trail connections.

Mid-America Regional Council has 
published a series of stormwater 
Best Management Practices (BMP) 
which includes design standards 
for rain gardens, infiltration swales, 
permeable pavement and other 
stormwater controls. Incorporating 
BMP into the design of public 
parking lots and other open areas 
within the drainage basin would 
reduce flood peaks on the channel.

Fortunately, the City controls property adjacent to this tributary 
through a wide easement that extends well beyond the top of the 
bank to encompass the entire designated flood plain. Effectively,  
this limits the development and reduces the value of those portions 
of private property due to flood insurance provisions.

We recommend that the City transform the easements south of 
61st Street and east of Nieman to fee simple ownership. This would 
accomplish several things simultaneously. It would allow the City to 
more effectively manage the stormwater flows and initiate a longer 
term set of investments to re-naturalize the entire length of the 
stream over time, connecting with the current natural alignment 
north of johnson Drive. It would remove the flooding liability from 
landowners and allow them to develop the remaining dry portions 
without the encumbrances of the flood plain. And it would open 
up opportunities for public open space and recreation. It could 
become a unique amenity for the corridor – both a demonstration of 
stormwater management and a signature recreational space in the 
area. This centerpiece of the corridor could also include enhanced 
transit facilities.

Figure 1-7 CoNCept oF the restored stream-way, with photos oF the restored 
streams elsewhere

“Best Practices” 
in stormwater 
management 
now lean toward 
restoring more 
natural stream beds.
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The restored stream-way could be the subject of a naming contest. 
This could involve schools and students in researching the history, 
geology and peoples who lived in the area. The esplanade could 
even feature artwork by students, such as decorative, tiles set 
into the overlook areas. The project could embrace many cultural 
aspects of the community. 

It would be desirable to have a longer term strategy and phasing 
program in place, but technical analysis, design and funding could 
be an initial phase to be reasonably accomplished in a few years. 
Other portions would take longer and likely requirement a higher 
level of capital investment.

Add Trees and Other Vegetation

A major part of making a stream function in a natural way is to line 
the banks with trees and ground cover. This stabilizes the bank, 
slows the water, and allows for gradual infiltration. It also supports 
habitat. In some places, streams have been brought back to the 
point where fish have returned. This does not happen instantly, as 
the process of establishing a food 
chain takes time. However, it is vitally 
important to have natural grasses and 
trees that overhang the waterway, like 
other segments of the tributary – both 
to the north and to the south -- at 
present. This would require advice 
from horticultural expertise regarding 
appropriate species and planting 
techniques.

Figure 1-8 stream Corridor eNhaNCemeNt examples

Vegetation can 
help stabilize 
banks, slow 
water, and allow 
infiltration.
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Build a Pavilion for Transit Riders and Events

Within a portion of the flood plain acquired, an open-sided pavilion 
should be constructed, close to Nieman Road. This pavilion should 
have multiple purposes. It would serve as a shelter for people 
waiting for the bus. In addition, it would provide shade for people 
using the open space during hot weather. It could provide an 
outdoor market place for vendors if such events were programmed 
for the space. It could simply include a few benches and picnic 
table for people to enjoy eating outdoors. This structure could be a 
very distinctive design that serves as a dramatic symbol of the new 
Nieman Corridor.

These kinds of structures, with a multitude of uses can be funded 
by aggregating money from various sources. Some transit money 
can be used, along with recreation funding. This is also an 
opportunity to include work by local artists. Also, it is potentially a 
place to include signs and displays interpreting local history. There 
might even be a company or social 
organization willing to help build and 
manage it. In other communities, such 
structures sometimes even carry the 
name of the organization supporting it.

Figure 1-9 examples oF park pavilioNs 

A distinctive 
pavilion could 
serve as a symbol 
of Nieman 
Corridor.
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Construct a Multi-purpose Path 
(on the west side of the Restored Stream)

Within the property acquired for the flood plain, develop a 
meandering pathway for both walking and bicycling. This should 
be eight feet wide, paved with a hard surface -- perhaps porous 
concrete – with shoulders on each side. The path should be near 
the top of the re-contoured side slopes of the stream-way. The path 

might be occasionally covered with 
extreme storm events but for the most 
part it should be located to be available 
for use. 

At various points along the path, there 
could be small paved areas that include 
seating. These could be tied back to 
Nieman Road by walkways that extend 

between buildings and parking. In other words, there should be 
multiple ways of reaching the pathway including both publicly 
provided sidewalks and privately built through-block walkways. 

The concept plan includes a safe crossing on Nieman Road using 
a median where left turns are not present. This would allow cyclists 
to make use of streets to the west of Nieman to reach the park and 
recreation destinations north of johnson Drive. This would increase 
safety as people could avoid vehicles turning out of and into the 
multiple driveways along Nieman Road. This is the type of project 
that is ideal for a transportation safety grant.

Figure 1-10 examples oF a 
multi-purpose pathways

There should be 
multiple ways of 
reaching the multi-
purpose path.
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Build a Footbridge over the Stream 
(along the 62nd Alignment)

The stream-way alignment currently interrupts the continuity of 62nd 
Street. With a restored creek and fee simple ownership of the flood 
plain, a simple footbridge could be constructed to link the segments 
of the street together. A similar footbridge exists over the stream 
where it is in a natural state north of johnson Drive. This connection 
would allow bicycle riders and walkers easy access to a regional 
trail that ends at the city limits between Merriam and Shawnee. This 
would bring the Nieman Corridor into a regional recreation network 
and allow bicyclists to make use of a safe, off-street route, rather 
than trying to mix in with traffic on Nieman itself.

Figure 1-11 examples oF pedestriaN bridges iN shawNee aNd elsewhere

A bridge would allow 
a multi-purpose 
path to tie into the 
existing trail network 
to provide needed  
non-motorized 
connection.
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3. enCourage inFill houSing 

Any new housing should be of a scale that fits compatibly with the 
character of the district. Generally, buildings should not exceed 30-
40 feet, with the taller end of the range being at the north end of 
the corridor and the lower range at the south end. These heights can 
accommodate a wide range of building types, including two-story 
cottage homes, three-story row houses, three-story stacked apartments, 
and three-story mixed use buildings containing apartments above 
commercial space.

Cottage Housing

Cottage housing developments are being constructed in many 
communities across North America. These are small groupings of smaller 
two-story houses, each containing 1000 to 1200 square feet in floor 
area and a footprint of 500 square feet. They often have generous front 
porches and small, fenced-in private gardens. 
A typical cottage housing development 
involves an arrangement of 9 to10 houses 
around a shared green that serves as a 
common front lawn. The land is owned like a 
condominium, but the houses and their small 
plots are individually owner-occupied. The 
density is around 15 dwelling units per acre 
– a density that is often associated with walk-
up apartments, but these are small detached 
houses.

Cottage housing is marketed to individuals, small households, and 
seniors who wish to downsize but not move into an apartment form of 
living. With cottage developments, which can fit into relatively small 
parcels of property, parking is provided off to one side in a common lot 
or structure. Paving is minimized; this leaves most of the site available for 
homes, gardens and trees. It is much like living in a tiny village. 

This is a very appropriate development type for the Nieman Corridor 
largely because the neighborhoods flanking the corridor already contain 
modest homes of this size range. The development of cottage housing 
usually requires the City to develop a cottage housing code, which sets 
up a simple set of design standards.

Figure 1-12 examples oF Cottage housiNg

Cottage 
development 
can fit well into 
an established 
residential 
neighborhood.
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Row Houses

In recent years a row house development has been built within 
the Nieman Road Corridor. It is a small pocket of nine homes on 
61st Street near King Avenue. Again, present data indicates this 
type of housing is popular with young start-up families and “empty 
nesters”. Typically these are condominium developments, with owner-
occupants. As with the existing example, these can be tucked into 
neighborhoods without drastically altering the character. The density 
of row houses is typically in the range of 10 to 20 dwelling units per 
acre.

Stacked Apartments

As the Great Recession demonstrated, not every family can afford 
to own a home. In fact, the greatest demand for housing in recent 
years has been for rental housing. In some areas, this is one of the 
few types of development that are being financed. Many people are 
now choosing to live in rental apartments as lifestyle preferences have 
changed among many people, particularly the Millennial generation 
of 21 to 34 years in age. Communities that are trying to attract this 
younger, energetic “creative class” are ensuring that their stock of 
housing includes well-designed apartments. The density of three-
story, stacked apartments is in the range of 30 to 40 units per acre. 
This intensity of development is probably most suited to portions 
of the Nieman Corridor within a block or two of johnson Drive. City 
development policy and regulations will need to be amended to allow 
this type of development density to occur.

At some point in the future, it may make economic sense for a 
developer to build retail space on the ground floor of a multi-story 
apartment building. This was tried recently in downtown Shawnee but 
its success was thwarted by the recession. It remains to be seen if this 
form of development is workable in this area. Many banks are skeptical 
and reluctant to finance the mixture of uses. However, that initial 
reluctance was the case in many places; more recently, banks have 
become more comfortable with the concept. 

One location where this might make sense is the current parking lot 
at 59th Street and Nieman which is one of the catalyst sites examined 
in this report. The “Barton Village” development concept shows 16 
apartments on two floors above a ground floor of commercial space. 
This concept shows only a modest amount of commercial space – 
enough for a restaurant that could be 
part of the food emphasis recommended 
for the corridor. Locating a restaurant 
there would require supplemental 
parking for peak hours of use during 
evenings and weekends. Therefore, the 
concept shows a shared “merchant lot” 
on property south of 59th Street.

Figure 1-13 examples oF row houses, loCal aNd elsewhere

Figure 1-14 examples oF staCk Flats aNd mixed use developmeNts

In recent years, 
there has been 
greater demand for 
rental housing.
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Accessory Dwelling Units (“ADU’s”)

These are sometimes called Mother-in-Law units or “Grannie Flats.” 
In reality, they are only occasionally used for family members; 
instead they are a cost-effective way of providing housing that fits 
gently into an existing neighborhood. This concept allows individual 
home-owners to make a small detached building available for rent 
or include a second unit in the house.

Cities all over North America have adopted ADU Ordinances to 
allow this. This includes some safeguards so that a neighborhood 
does not gradually get converted to duplexes. Typically standards 
require the land owner to live in either the main house or the ADU. 
The added ADU must be small – usually no more than 500 square 
feet. There cannot be a second entry door visible from the street. 
And the design of a separate structure must be similar to the main 
structure (e.g., similar roof shapes, siding, windows). The point is to 
add density in a way that is barely noticed.

Cities with ADU’s rarely have seen more than one or two on a given 
block. That is because they can trigger many of added requirements 
for a property owner such as a building permit, increased insurance 
and being a landlord subject to 
tenant laws. While not all people are 
interested, some find ADU’s a good 
source of income. In many cases, an 
elderly person who own the main 
house ends up moving to the ADU so 
that a young family can move in. This 
allows older people to remain in their 
neighborhoods and have an added 
income stream.

ADU’s have applicability well beyond 
the Nieman Road Corridor, but they might be tried first in the area.

Figure 1-15 examples oF aCCessory dwelliNg uNits

ADU’s are a cost 
effective way of 
providing housing 
that fits gently 
into an existing 
neighborhood.
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4. elevate the image oF the Corridor   
 
Celebrate and Interpret History

The Nieman Road Corridor has a rich, colorful history in the 
settlement and evolution of the county. Yet, people, events, and 
attributes that mark that heritage are rarely portrayed. A few 
isolated and undistinguished signs point to landmarks or events, 
but nothing really brings that history to life and engages the 
public in a meaningful and memorable way. Several locations 
within the corridor should become bright spots of commemoration 
and celebration. As suggested above, a unique pavilion with 
photographic and textual displays could contribute toward the 
highlighting of history. But there are other, perhaps less obvious, 
places where that could occur as well.

Replace Street Lights with Unique Fixtures

The street lights along Nieman Road are clearly beyond their 
useful life. They are not only old, but in poor repair and probably 
do not even meet contemporary standards of illumination. Along 
with overhead utility lines, the lights contribute to a general visual 
clutter along the street. While the City could take on a major and 
undoubtedly expensive project of burying the lines, it would be 
easier to start with replacing the street lights. This provides an 
opportunity to give to corridor a new image, by framing the street 
with unique street lights. The quantity of poles and fixtures is 
sufficient to allow customizing; there is an economy of scale in the 
number that could justify working with a manufacturer to create a 
light unique to Shawnee. This could involve standard parts where 

the ease and cost of maintenance is an 
important issue, such as the fixture and 
lamp itself. But the poles could be one of 
a kind with adjustments to the fabrication 
process. This has been accomplished cost-
effectively in other cities.

Replacing the light fixtures along the street 
offers up a chance to interpret local history 
in an unusual way. The poles could be in 

a sense “story poles” with the base of each portraying information 
about a significant event, a person, past cultures, or even geologic 
origins. This allows for many stories, some of which might be added 
over time. One can 
imagine a walking tour 
up and down the length 
of Nieman Road in which 
adults and children can 
see or read these stories 
cast onto the metal base 
of each pole. 

A concept sketch has 
been included to give an 
example of one such pole.

Figure 1-17 examples oF story-telliNg with streetsCape elemeNts

Figure 1-16 story pole CoNCept

New lighting 
could give the 
corridor a new 
image.
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Plant Trees in Existing Planting Strip

A very simple, short term, and low cost investment in the corridor 
would be planting street trees in the current planting strip on both 
sides of the street, between 60th Street and 62nd Street. The linear 
distance is about 1400 feet on each side, for a total of 2800 feet. 
Allowing for driveways, there would be enough space for planting 
about 60 trees. The width of the existing planting strip is adequate 
for planting trees. However, contemporary practices should be 
observed, with proper limb pruning to a height to prevent visual 
blockage of signs and storefronts. Certain species should be used 
to prevent intrusion of roots. Root barriers can be installed to 
further prevent that and an open canopy so that, again, signs are 
not obstructed. There is an art and science to street tree planting, 
including coordinating with existing utilities in the right of way. The 
effect of planting 60 trees would be dramatic and immediate.

There has been specific research that has quantified the economic 
value of street trees, and most customers today prefer places with 
trees, whether they consciously know it or not. There is documented 
evidence that property values and sales volumes on commercial 
streets with street trees have both higher values and higher sales than 
commercial streets without. There is a direct and clear correlation 
between trees and robust economics.

Street trees can be moved, if needed, in 
the event of a problem. It merely requires 
an advance pruning of the roots. This 
could come into play in the event that the 
configuration of the roadway is altered. In 
the concept described later in this report, 
new planting pockets would be built 
along the curb. Even if trees are planted 
in the current planting strips, they could 
easily be moved to new locations nearby.
  

STUDIES ON THE ECONOMICS OF STREET TREES:

CeNter For Neighborhood teChNology – the value oF greeN iNFrastruCture: a 
guide to reCogNiziNg its eCoNomiC, eNviroNmeNtal aNd soCial beNeFits (2010)

http://www.CNt.org/repository/gi-values-guide.pdF

uw urbaN Forestry/urbaN greeNiNg researCh – greeN Cities: good health 
http://depts.washiNgtoN.edu/hhwb/thm_eCoNomiCs.html

i-tree website by the usda Forest serviCe – provides a suite oF appliCatioNs For 
urbaN Forestry aNalysis aNd beNeFit assessmeNt tools 

http://www.itreetools.org/iNdex.php

the NatioNal tree beNeFit CalCulator – part oF the i-tree website For 
CalCulatiNg beNeFits oF iNdividual trees by speCies, size, aNd loCatioN 

http://www.treebeNeFits.Com/CalCulator/iNdex.CFm

Figure 1-18 street trees

Street trees 
can increase 
commercial 
property values.
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Figure 1-20 examples oF small loCalized restauraNts

Reinforce the Food Emphasis

The City should work with the Shawnee Economic Development 
Council to develop a marketing approach centered around local, 
fresh, unique food. Although the term “Restaurant Row” has 
sometimes been used, it might involve coming up with a name that 
reflects local history.

Encourage Unique, Artful Signs

Sometimes city sign codes can unintentionally discourage 
businesses from having interesting signs. This does not necessarily 
mean large and garish, however. It means a sign that conveys the 
goods or services being offered in an artful and unique manner. This 
requires skills that are not frequently found in companies that simply 
build and erect signs. Graphic designers have developed many new 
and intriguing ways of advertising commerce through color, lighting 
type, symbols and typography.

The City could allow for somewhat larger signs than otherwise 
allowed by code, if they were designed by graphic artists. There are 
already signs within the corridor that exhibit a care for materials, 
color and visual impact. 

There are other ways of encouraging 
artfulness. One city pays for local artists 
to design and fabricate bronze brackets 
to hold projecting “blade” signs. Each 
bracket is unique to the business and 
conveys something about it. For example, 
a hardware store sign would be held up 
with a large bronze hammer.

Figure 1-19 uNique aNd artFul sigNs

Unique signs 
add to the 
character of the 
corridor.
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5. CirCulation      

Develop Cross Connections to/from Neighborhoods

One of the more noticeable features of Nieman Road between 
Shawnee Mission Parkway and 57th Street is the lack of pedestrian 
crossings. Yet several side streets join Nieman in that intervening 
distance. Each of these side streets 
opens into a residential community and 
is often frequented by pedestrians and 
bicyclists. As implied in other parts of 
this report one of the most important 
“improvements” to bring revitalization 
to Nieman Road is to put people on 
the streets. Adding connectivity is an 
important ingredient to encouraging 
more people to use their feet to reach 
destinations. 

Perhaps the most reinforcing words on 
the importance of crosswalks in this environment can be found in 
the recently released Urban Street Design Guide published by the 
National Association of City Transportation Officials:

“Safe and frequent crosswalks support a walkable urban 
environment. Crosswalks should be applied where pedestrian 
traffic is anticipated and encouraged.  While application of 
crosswalk markings alone is not a viable safety measure in all 
situations, crosswalks benefit and guide pedestrians, while 
enforcing their right-of-way at intersections. “

“On streets with higher volume (>3,000 ADT), higher speeds 
(>20 MPH) or more lanes (2+) crosswalks should be the norm at 
intersections.”

“Designers should take into account both existing and projected 
crossing demand. Frequent crossings reinforce walkability and 
have the potential to fuel greater demand. Where signalized 
or stop-controlled pedestrian crossings are not warranted but 
demand exists or is anticipated, designers should continue to 
work toward goals of safety and comfort for people walking 
through other means, such as actuated crossings or enhanced 
crossing treatments. “

Given the principles and guidelines, how might they apply to the six 
four-way intersections from 57th Street to Shawnee Mission Parkway 
(excluding johnson Drive and Shawnee Mission Parkway)?  None of 
these intersections have pedestrian marking applied. 

Those intersections include:
 Ǘ 57th Street 
 Ǘ 57th Terrace
 Ǘ 58th Street
 Ǘ 59th Street
 Ǘ 59th Terrace
 Ǘ 60th Street

In addition there are two offset intersections:
 Ǘ Roger Drive  and  61st Street 
 Ǘ 61st Place and 62nd Street

Again from the NACTO Street Design Guidelines:  
“The practice of discouraging pedestrian crossings by 
leaving uncontrolled crossing unmarked is not a valid safety 
measure. Instead, it encourages unsafe, risk-taking behavior 
and discourages walking citywide. Efforts should be made to 
enhance or highlight desired crossings wherever practicable. 
Hybrid beacons, rapid flash beacons, raised crossings, medians, 
and other safety counter-measures may be suitable and less 
expensive than full signalization. These should all be considered 
before leaving an uncontrolled crossing unmarked.”

Therefore, it is recommended that each of the above intersections 
be considered with full pedestrian crossing markings. 

The two offset intersections pose more complex issues.  The more 
northern offset pair should have three crossings in the intersection 
with the center crossing essentially serving both side streets, Roger 
Drive and 61st Street. The southernmost of the offset intersections 
may have only one crossing to facilitate the installation of transit 
stops in both directions.  In this configuration it is also possible to 
establish a center refuge for the pedestrian crossing.
 

One of the 
most important 
“improvements” 
to the area is 
to encourage 
people to use 
their feet.

Figure 1-21 proposed pedestriaN eNhaNCed iNterseCtioNs
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Enhance Transit Operations 

Transit currently has a relatively “light” presence on Nieman Road. To 
be prepared for the future however, the current pairs of stops, located 
just north of Shawnee Mission Parkway, just south of johnson Drive, and 
just south of 60th Street, should be improved. johnson County Transit 
has identified this corridor as high priority corridor for improvement in 
the Transit Strategic Plan (2011). The study 
area is a relatively small overall portion of 
the currently developed transit corridor 
and, therefore, conditions within the study 
area will have relatively small influence on 
the transit market in the corridor.  However, 
what is available outside this specific market 
area in terms of transit trip producers and 
attractors will have a much more significant 
influence on transit ridership. 

The corridor/study area itself is too short to attract/create any 
significant number of transit trips within the confines of the corridor.  
Even if there is tremendous density developed in the study area if 
there are few transit origins or destinations outside the corridor or 
no residential density outside to feed attractions inside the corridor, 
the transit potential is limited. For travel internal to the corridor most 

 58TH STREET

 57TH TERRACE

 56TH TERRACE
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 59TH TERRACE
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 61ST STREET

 61ST PLACE

 62ND TERRACE

SHAWNEE MISSION PARKWAY

  57TH STREET

  55TH STREET

 62ND STREET

ENHANCED PEDESTRIAN INTERSECTIONS

  4 WAY CROSSING

  3 WAY CROSSING 

400 0200 Feet

Figure 1-21 proposed pedestriaN eNhaNCed iNterseCtioNs

Figure 1-22 existiNg traNsit stops aloNg NiemaN Corridor

Space should be 
provided along 
the sidewalk for 
enhanced transit 
facilities.
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people would just chose to walk the 0.6 miles from one end of 
the corridor to the other unless there was a bus every 10 minutes, 
a level of service not presently contemplated by johnson County 
Transit. Even then most would still chose to walk as most walking 
trips would have a shorter duration than the frequency of transit 
service. It was beyond the scope of this project to establish a transit 
plan for the corridor. However, implementing stop improvements 
as detailed below when coupled with the improvements in the 
business and pedestrian environment would help spur limited transit 
ridership growth. When coupled with implementation of improved 
transit service, the potential for ridership improvement in the 
corridor expands significantly. 

Nieman and johnson Drive – This is presently the most utilized 
stop pair in the study corridor and should have first priority for 
improvement including the installation of shelters and rider 
information. The northbound stop is located in a right turn only 
lane. Given that the bus is also turning right at this location, 
this is a suitable location for the stop. Passenger volume at this 
location is more significant than the other locations, but right of 
way, even with the recommendations in the following section will 
remain quite constrained. Efforts should be made to acquire an 
easement from the adjoining property owner to construct a transit 
shelter that fits into the character of the downtown and central city 
neighborhood. The southbound stop is the busiest stop on Nieman 
Road, its location, however is extraordinarily constrained by the 
very narrow width of the sidewalk adjacent to the bank building. It 
is recommended, in conjunction with the realignment of Nieman 
Road, that additional space be allocated to the sidewalk area so 
that a transit shelter, again one that matches the character of the 
Central City neighborhood, be installed on public right of way in this 
location. 

60th Street – Our recommendation is that this pair of stops be 
moved south to the split intersection of Roger Drive and 61st 
Street.  These stops would be developed in conjunction with the 
street re-alignment and the opportunity presented for the city to 

acquire flood plain property and develop it as a public amenity. For 
this reason development of these stops should be pursued as the 
next priority for Nieman Road re-development.  For this location, 
the stop should be developed to take on a “flagship” like look and 
feel that is consistent with the design direction of the open space 
development. This pair of stops has the potential to become a key 
feature of Nieman Road and an attractive place to wait for transit 
buses as the service levels continue to improve over time. 

62nd Street – These stops have the potential to be the future 
connecting stops with high level transit service on Shawnee Mission 
Parkway.  Given current conditions and the current state of plans 
for transit service on Shawnee Mission Parkway, the improvement 
of these stops should lag development of the other two locations 
and should not be pursued until a higher level of transit service is 
available on Nieman Road and on Shawnee Mission Parkway. While 
the location of these stops is difficult from a transit operations and 
pedestrian circulation standpoint, they should be provided with 
a look and feel that presents a “gateway” to the Nieman Road 
corridor.  For the future these stops should be equipped with 
passenger shelters and other transit amenities that are consistent 
with a hub or connective location.  Items like real time information 
and static displays about regional transit will be important in 
this location.  As a gateway location, they could also represent 
the starting point for the “glue” that makes Nieman Road hang 
together, such as an art or history walk.

At this point and well into the future, the traffic levels and level 
of transit service on Nieman Road do not warrant additional 
investment in transit infrastructure designed to improve transit 
speed and reliability. The corridor is quite short and has no real 
impediments to reliable transit operations.  The intersection with 
Shawnee Mission Parkway does present some opportunity, but the 
higher level service envisioned to operate east/west on the parkway 
should take precedence over the more local service on Nieman 
Road. 
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Re-align Cross Section of Nieman Road 

One element of the Community Connections Plan for Nieman Road 
is to consider the circulation characteristics of the road. Today, the 
function and layout of the roadway is geared toward auto circulation 
for drivers who pass through the area. It is important to recognize 
that there are no absolutes in this 
balance, there is local circulation 
on the road, autos accessing 
businesses, pedestrians, bicycles, 
and transit, all sharing the roadway.  

The recommendation in this plan 
is to re-align Nieman Road into 
a configuration with one travel 
lane in either direction and a two 
way left turn lane in the center. 
The sidewalks flanking Nieman Road should be expanded into the 
current planting strips to allow for a multi-use path on both sides 
of the street. Finally, as referenced in the report, in three locations, 
transit stops should be developed along the street frontage. 

The advantage of this approach is that the road would serve local 
purposes better.  Drivers will have an easier and safer experience 
making left turns into and out of local businesses along the roadway. 
Pedestrians will have wider spaces to walk, and be further away 
from vehicles that are traveling at lower speeds. The other benefit 
for cyclists will be providing enhanced connections to regional bike 
facilities, such as the nearby, but currently difficult to access Turkey 
Creek Streamway Trail.  

EXISTING STREET

LONG-TERM FUTURE STREET WITH CENTER MEDIAN

LONG-TERM FUTURE STREET WITH CENTER TURN LANE

SHORT-TERM FUTURE STREET

EXISTING STREET

LONG-TERM FUTURE STREET WITH CENTER MEDIAN

LONG-TERM FUTURE STREET WITH CENTER TURN LANE

SHORT-TERM FUTURE STREET

Figure 1-23 Cross seCtioNs depiCt elemeNts oF the street at several poiNts   

Vehicles accessing 
businesses, 
pedestrians, bicycle, 
and transit all need 
to share the road.
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The recommended approach is to reallocate the current space 
in such a way as to emphasize local access by all modes while 
continuing to provide for through access.  Sometimes this is called a 
“road diet,” but it is more appropriate to call such a strategy “right 
of way reallocation”.

For auto drivers the most visible element of such a strategy is 
moving from two lanes in either direction with no turn lanes, to 
one lane in each direction with a center left turn lane. An important 
aspect of this is that the capacity of this portion of Nieman Road is 
controlled by the traffic signals at Shawnee Mission Parkway and 
johnson Drive. Essentially, these two signals “throttle” the amount 
of traffic that can pass through this part of Nieman. The “throttle” 
cannot allow more vehicles onto Nieman than the current, or even 
the three lane section described above, can accommodate.

A three lane section typically has  lower operating speeds than 
the current configuration. Typically, speeds decrease by about 20 
percent. So, if one drives 35 MPH it takes about 56 seconds to travel 
from Shawnee Mission Parkway to johnson Drive, not including time 
at traffic signals.  With a three-lane roadway, speeds would drop to 
about 28 MPH and it will take about 71 seconds to travel from one 
end to the other, not including time spent at traffic signals. Analyses 
indicate lane approaches to signalized intersections could remain 
the same.
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Figure 1-24 map oF  possible laNd use approaCh 

propoSed land uSe 

This map illustrates the possible land use opportunities for the area 
around the corridor. 
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Street Design Concept

Figure 1-25 NiemaN Corridor reNdered plaN

“BARTON VILLAGE”
OppORTuNITy sITE

“shAwNEE spRINGs VILLAGE”
OppORTuNITy sITE

sTREET DETAIL
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Plans

Drawings convey the idea of several subdistricts, ideas about 
property development and an approach for the redesigning street. 

Figure 1-26 “bartoN village” opportuNity site plaN
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Figure 1-27 “shawNee spriNgs village” opportuNity site plaN
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Conceptual Plans for Two Catalyst Sites 

These depictions show the arrangement and massing of possible 
developments on various sites.

ACTION PLAN  
    
regulatory reviSionS    
 

Figure 1-28 perspeCtive reNderiNgs oF “bartoN village” opportuNity site
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Figure 1-29 perspeCtive reNderiNgs oF bartoN village opportuNity site

NIEMAN ROAD

BARTON DRIVE

59TH ST
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Figure 1-30 perspeCtive reNderiNgs oF shawNee spriNgs village opportuNity site

NIEMAN ROAD

61ST PLACE

62ND ST
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Figure 1-31 perspeCtive reNderiNgs oF shawNee spriNgs village opportuNity site

NIEMAN ROAD 61ST ST

61ST PL
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61ST PL

Zoning Code and Zoning diStriCtS

The City should consider breaking off a portion of the TSQ District to 
reflect different patterns of development that are prevalent on johnson 
Drive in comparison to that found on Nieman Road. The former is very 
much a continuation of an older “townscape” with smaller lots, smaller 
buildings and shared parking. On the other hand the larger parcels 
along Nieman Road contain buildings that are detached, sometimes 
separated from the street, and provide on-site parking. Although over 
time, some of the attributes of the older town could be introduced to 
Nieman, for some time to come, the pattern will continue to be auto-
dependent.

We have suggested how the catalyst sites could serve as a sort of 
“transitional” development pattern, with a hybrid of characteristics. But 
we suggest that the zoning for the Nieman Road portions should have 
a different designation – perhaps “TSQ/Mixed Use” – and that different 
standards be applied to the new district. 

It would also help to present a basic clarity to this district, as it has the 
potential of receiving the bulk of new investment in the next several 
decades. Developers appreciate having a simple set of standards to 
rely upon so that they know what they are entitled to build. We also 
suggest keeping the standards few in number. The following standards 
are suggested for this new district: 

 Ǘ Building Height: 35 feet, with ground floor height being a minimum 
of 13 feet.

 Ǘ Maximum Floor Area Ratios: 0.6 for commercial, 1.2 for residential, 
1.8 combined.

 Ǘ Maximum Lot Coverage: 60 percent
 Ǘ Setbacks: None, except required by the Building Code
 Ǘ Set-to Lines: With new development, at least 30 percent of the lot 

frontage must be a building facade set at the back of sidewalk.
 Ǘ Parking: three stalls/1000 nsf for non-residential, one stall/unit for 

residential  

Proposed Zoning 
Legend

CH (Commercial Highway)
CH(O) Commercial Highway Overlay)
DU (Duplex Residential)
PD (Planned Development)
R-1 (Single Family Residential)
RGA (Residential Garden Apartments)
TSQ (Townsquare)
TSQ M/U (Townsquare Mixed Use)
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Figure 1-32 possible zoNiNg sCeNario

Proposed Zoning 
Legend

CH (Commercial Highway)
CH(O) Commercial Highway Overlay)
DU (Duplex Residential)
PD (Planned Development)
R-1 (Single Family Residential)
RGA (Residential Garden Apartments)
TSQ (Townsquare)
TSQ M/U (Townsquare Mixed Use)
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exampleS oF deSign StandardS and guidelineS

We suggest emphasizing the design of the ground level, making 
sure that the following typical subjects are included in each project:

 Ǘ Landscaped parking lots
 Ǘ Pedestrian pathways through parking lots
 Ǘ Generous storefront windows facing the street
 Ǘ Pedestrian entrances accessible from the street
 Ǘ Canopies extending over the sidewalks and walkways to provide 

shade
 Ǘ Details appreciated by people on foot such as lighting, masonry, 

recessed entries, blade signs

Figure 1-33 example desigN guideliNe: parkiNg lot laNdsCapiNg

Figure 1-34 example desigN guideliNe: walkways

Figure 1-35 example desigN guideliNe: storeFroNt wiNdows 

parking lot landscaping

walkways

windows Facing Street
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Figure 1-36 example desigN guideliNe: eNtraNCes 

Figure 1-37 example desigN guideliNe: CaNopies 

Figure 1-38 example desigN guideliNe: grouNd level details

entrance visible from Street

ground level details

weather protection
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Capital improvementS    
 
Short term:

1. Tree planting on Nieman Road

This would be a relatively easy, quick improvement that would make 
a major difference in the image of the corridor. This would involve 
excavating tree pits in the current planting strips on both sides of 
Nieman Road and planting approximately 60 trees. Trees should 
be selected after advice from an urban forester to ensure that 
appropriate trees are selected. There are only a handful of trees that 
work well in along a commercial street where visibility of storefronts 
and signs is needed. The City of Kansas City has a list of approved 
trees that are tall and relatively slender (aka “columnar”) when they 
become mature. These include the American Linden, Black Alder, 
Black Gum, Dawn Redwood, and Norway Maple. That City also has 
a set of standards for planting. 

The precise trees may vary due to availability and any specific 
conditions unique to Nieman Road. Further consultation with a local 
urban forester is recommended. However, it is preferable to plant a 
variety of species, in case of a disease or insect attacks a particular 
one. Trees planted in the current planting strips could eventually be 
re-located to new planting areas, should the street be reconfigured 
as suggested below. Relocating trees is not uncommon and the 
street could be considered a living nursery, with trees gaining 
diameter until they are re-planted as part of a future street project.

2. Lighting / Interpretive signs on Nieman Road

We have recommended replacing the old street lights along Nieman 
Road with several dozen new fixtures. The height, spacing, wattage 
and lamp type would need to be determined by a qualified lighting 
engineer. Many communities are installing LED fixtures, as they save 
energy, last longer and provide a high level of illumination. This 
would likely involve somewhere in the range of 50 to 70 lights.
We are recommending that new lights be mounted on top of a base 

that is artfully designed to provide interpretive signs or designs 
such that the result would be a walking route of local history. This 
would invite people to walk and learn about the evolution of the 
community and the region. It would also involve a local artist such 
that the new image for the corridor would include art. This project 
could be financed, in part, by having business or organizational 
sponsorships for each “story pole.” There are also various grant 
sources for such a project, perhaps some even available through the 
local power company.

It is estimated that the materials and installation would likely cost in 
the range of $200,000 to $250,000, depending on fixture type.

3. Acquire the flood plain south of 61st Street and east of 
Nieman Road

Currently, the City has control over portions of the flood plain 
through easements. They were acquired some time ago. At this 
point, in order to have full control over the stream, the City should 
convert those easements to fee simple ownership. For all practical 
purposes, the flood plain is not buildable and it has comparatively 
little value compared with the dry upland. 

4. Apply for grants

As these two projects are being designed and carried out, the City 
should make application to various funding sources for the longer 
term improvements listed below.

5. Attract New Food/Service Purveyors

Actively pursue new food and personal service businesses to the 
corridor.

6. Attract New Housing

Address any necessary code changes and actively promote a variety 
of  housing types to the area.
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7. Analyze Potential Code Changes 

With some of the proposed land use/zoning changes and standards 
for sign, building and site design, there may be some need to 
modify existing zoning in the area to ensure their implementation.

longer term:

8. Construct a multipurpose path

Once the flood plain has been assembled and funding received, 
a hard-surfaced pathway for both walking and bicycling should be 
constructed just inside the public property. It should be roughly 
eight feet in width and should meander. At points along the length, 
small overlooks should be constructed to allow for people to sit and 
rest. These could include artfully designed benches. In the short 
term, this could tie back to Nieman Road at 62nd Street. But in the 
longer term, a bridge should be constructed over the stream.
It is estimated that this pathway would cost approximately $150,000 
based on past projects completed by the City.

9. Restore the stream

As funding sources are being pursued, studies of restoring the 
stream-bed ecology should be conducted. This will involve studies 
of hydrology, biology, bank contouring and stabilization through 
vegetation, water quality analysis, and other issues. It will also 
involve removing portions of the box culverts east of Nieman Road 
as well as all of the concrete bank armoring east of Nieman Road.
Engineering analysis will determine the proper natural alignment of 
the stream, along with overhanging vegetation including trees. The 
effect should be similar to that already seen at the southern reaches 
of the tributary.  

At this point, it is not possible to estimate all of the costs associated 
with this effort. This will require additional technical study.

10. Reconstruct Nieman Road

The earlier actions involving the installation of new street lights 
and street trees will go a long way to altering the image of Nieman 
Road. Our analysis of traffic impacts shows that Nieman Road 
could also accommodate a change to its allocation of pavement 
for vehicular traffic. This would involve the addition of four- to five-
foot wide planting pockets near the curbs. The result would be one 
through lane in each direction, with a center median for left turns. 
Given the number of driveways into businesses, the center lane 
would be almost continuous. However, there are locations where left 
turns are not possible and planted medians could be installed. One 
location that could easily accommodate a major planted median is 
roughly 50 feet south of 62nd Street. In this location, the median 
would be long and could incorporate a protected crosswalk for 
walker and bicyclists. 

This is also where transit stops for bus transit should be located, 
allowing access to and from many directions. Currently there is no 
safe way to cross the Nieman Road between johnson Drive and 
Shawnee Mission Parkway (almost a half a mile in length). This would 
provide a safe crossing. A bus pull-out could be provided withing 
the land acquired along the flood plain on the east side of Nieman. 
To accommodate a bus pull-out on the west side, about 10 feet of 
property would need to be acquired. There is no building in that 
location but rather landscaping.

Further design studies would need to establish a cost of 
reconstruction. However, a large savings would accrue from 
maintaining the existing curb line and inlet locations while adding 
planting pockets to narrow the curb-to-curb dimension. Stormwater 
would continue to flow in exactly the same manner with no 
disruption.
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A rough, order of magnitude estimate of this item is in the range 
of $1.5 – 2 million. Clearly, this project is of the size that would 
require a grant. Across the country, numerous cities and towns have 
received grants for such work that improves safety, accommodates 
transit, and enhances pedestrian movement. Indeed, communities 
that can demonstrate that they are combining street work with other 
initiatives, such as the stream restoration and trail indicated in the 
plan usually rise to the top of applicants.

11. Construct a pedestrian/bicycle bridge over the stream

This would involve constructing a “clear-span” structure connecting 
one side of the stream with the other so that water can flow freely 
along the channel with no culverts. These kinds of structures, while 
beneficial to the natural environment, are costly to build. However, 
in this case, it would allow the continuation of the trail between the 
cities of Merriam and Shawnee. The bridge is an opportunity to link 
the stream restoration and new trail improvements to the Turkey 
Creek trail in Merriam. This would allow the expansion of the overall 
regional trail network through both cities. 

The trail could continue to the west of Nieman Road, using 
61st Street and Flint Street to connect to the City’s water park, 
the Wonderscope Children’s Museum, and Herman Laird Park. 
Eventually a longer term project could re-locate a trail to follow 
the alignment of the stream as it winds its way northwest to those 
attractions. The pedestrian/bicycle bridge at the 62nd Street 
alignment is a key piece in the overall network.

A design study is needed to examine alternatives and their costs, 
it is likely that such a bridge would cost in the neighborhood of 
$150,000. This is clearly another project that is ideal for a grant.

partnerShipS and inCentiveS
Redevelopment often requires that public agencies work in tandem 
with private property owners. The public sector has the ability to 
provide financial incentives, in the form of reduced fees or taxes 
and low-cost financing through publicly issued bonds. It can help to 
bring regional and federal funding sources to the redevelopment 
area. These incentives help to reduce the cost of development 
in areas that may not have rents high enough to make new 
construction be financially viable. 

An essential element of successful redevelopment is the City’s 
political will to bring about change. The City can demonstrate its 
political will by reaching out to local developers and ensuring that 
they have access to the financial tools the City offers. 

The City of Shawnee offers an assortment of incentives specific 
to the Nieman Road Corridor and other citywide programs. By 
combining incentives, the City can help to spur redevelopment and 
further private investment. This section provides information about 
the City’s and other agencies’ tools that could be applied to bring 
about redevelopment in the Corridor.

exiSting toolS-downtown area

The City offers a variety of tools that are specific to the downtown 
area.

Shawnee Downtown Partnership (SDP)
In addition to financial incentives, the City coordinates the Shawnee 
Downtown Partnership. The Shawnee Downtown Partnership’s 
purpose is to aid, promote, and encourage the enhancement of 
Downtown Shawnee. Members are downtown business owners 
and other community leaders who share interest in the growth of 
Downtown. The Partnership meets regularly and works to identify 
how City policies can incent improvements to the downtown area.

The Partnership can be used as means to communicate concerns to 
City staff and City leadership. 
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Downtown Partnership Grant Program

This program offers grants for exterior improvements for businesses 
located in the identified “pedestrian zone”. The program 
will reimburse commercial property owners in the Downtown 
Improvement Incentive Program Boundary, which covers Nieman 
Road from 57th Street to 64th Street. The grant is awarded as 
a reimbursement for architectural and/or construction costs for 
exterior improvements. New construction is also eligible for the 
program.  

To be eligible for a $2,000 grant, a property owner must show 
receipts for work or service performed totaling more than $5,000. To 
be eligible for a $5,000 grant, a property owner must show receipts 
for work or service performed totaling more than $10,000. 

The program is administered by the Shawnee Planning Department. 
It is a relatively low-cost approach to assisting property owners with 
improvements that create a stronger environment for retail.

Downtown Partnership Business Incentives
The City of Shawnee offers incentives specific to businesses. To 
be eligible, a new or existing business must expand their square 
footage by at least 25 percent. Qualifying businesses are eligible for 
a loan between $5,000 and $50,000 at an interest rate 1.5 percent 
lower than the rate normally offered by the lending institution. 

Qualifying businesses are also eligible for a grant incentive. The City 
will reimburse up $2,500 for tenant finish improvements that cost 
the business at least $5,000. 

The program is administered by the Shawnee Planning Department.
 
Downtown Partnership Improvement Loan Program
The program is a partnership between the City and participating 
financial institutions; it offers loans for building improvements at an 
interest rate 1.5 percent lower than the rate normally offered by the 
lending institution. Both residential and commercial property owners 
in the downtown are eligible for loans between $5,000 and $50,000. 
Applicants apply for the loan with one of the participating banks 
and any loan in the program must be approved in accordance with 
that bank’s lending standards. 

The program is administered by the City Planning Department.
Neighborhood Revitalization Tax Rebate Program (NRA)
The NRA program can be used for residential or commercial uses 
in the designated NRA District, which includes the Nieman Road 
Corridor. The program offers the property owner property tax rebate 
for new construction and improvements. The City pays the owner 
a rebate of 90 percent of the eligible property taxes paid on the 
increased value for ten years. Eligible property taxes include all 
property taxes levied on the property except the portion that goes 
to the state of Kansas.

For example, if a property has been value at $100,000 and the 
owner makes improvements that increase its value to $150,000, 
the applicant qualifies for a rebate of 90 percent of the tax that is 
applied to the $50,000 of new value.

Figure 1-39 NiemaN Corridor
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exiSting toolS-City oF Shawnee

Community Improvement District (CID)
The City of Shawnee allows a group of property owners to form a 
CID. A CID can be used to support a wide variety of improvements 
to private structures. It is used to fund the construction of 
infrastructure beyond what the City would build itself. A CID can 
generate revenue to finance public or private investments within 
the CID using a property tax special assessment or a CID sales tax. 
The type of tax assessment allowed is determined at the time the 
CID is formed. To form a Special Assessment CID, 100 percent of 
the property owners of all the land area must agree to participate; 
to form a Sales Tax CID, property owners representing 55 percent of 
the land area must agree to participate. The CID gives the area the 
ability to issue bonds based on the expected revenue. Alternatively, 
CID projects may be funded on a pay-as-you-go basis. 

There is a Sales Tax CID in place now, at the Ten Quivira Shopping 
Plaza. The revenue is being used to support façade improvements 
at the retail center.

The advantage of CID is that it gives a specific area the ability to 
develop a specific improvement plan. The property owners can tax 
themselves or raise the sales tax in the area, and it gives property 
owners a tool to issue bonds to fund the improvements.

Because a CID requires that the property owners of at least 55 
percent of the land area agree to participate, it is easier to form a 
CID in an area with few property owners. Because the Nieman Road 
Corridor has a wide variety of property owners, it may be difficult to 
form a CID. 

Transportation Development District (TDD)
The City of Shawnee allows a group of property owners to form a 
TDD to fund transportation improvements. It can be used for public 
(e.g., streets) or private (e.g., parking lots) infrastructure. A TDD can 
generate revenue with either a property tax special assessment or 
an additional sales tax. To form a TDD, 100 percent of the property 

owners of all the land area must agree to participate. A TDD 
provides the property owners with a tool to tax themselves or raise 
the sales tax in the area. TDD projects can also be financed on a 
pay-as-you-go basis or by issuing bonds.

The City of Shawnee approved a TDD in early 2013 for Shawnee 
Plaza at Shawnee Mission Parkway and Pflumm Road. 
The advantage of TDD is that it gives a specific area the ability to 
develop a specific improvement plan and it gives property owners a 
tool to issue bonds to fund the improvements.

Because a TDD requires that the property owners of 100 percent of 
the land area agree to participate, it is easier to form a TDD in an 
area with few property owners, such as at a shopping mall. Because 
the Nieman Road Corridor has a wide variety of property owners, it 
may be difficult to form a TDD. 

Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
TIF is used in Kansas to stimulate the general and economic welfare 
in a City. In a TIF District, property and/or sales tax over and above 
the amount collected within the District before the establishment of 
the District can be used to finance improvements within the District. 
That tax revenue that is over and above the former revenue amount 
is the “increment”. TIF can be used to fund a wide variety of public 
infrastructure, including underground utilities, parking facilities, and 
land acquisition.

Unlike the TDD and CID, the incremental tax revenue of a TIF comes 
out of existing property and sales taxes. There is no additional 
assessment, instead the revenue stems from increased sales activity 
and property values associated with redevelopment. TIF Districts 
may also capture City franchise fees generated in the District.

To establish a TIF District, the applicant must define the boundary 
and show that the area is blighted. Each application is considered 
on a case-by-case basis. To create a TIF District, the City must 
consider the application using a “but-for” analysis, that indicates 
the project would be financially unfeasible without tax increment 
financing.
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A TIF District requires the Applicant provide a detailed description 
that identifies the proposed buildings, facilities and other 
improvements to be constructed in the redevelopment project area. 
The applicant must identify the estimated date of construction and 
the estimated fair market and assessed value of the improvement. 
TIF could be applied to fund improvements in the Nieman Road 
Corridor. The large number of property owners make it difficult to 
coordinate a cohesive application, but creating a TIF District does 
not impose costs directly on property owners or retail businesses. 
As many of the identified needed improvement are public in nature 
(roads and sidewalks), a TIF District would be a viable means for the 
City to fund those improvements. 

Existing Tools-Other Agencies and jurisdictions
Development in the Nieman Road Corridor is eligible for a variety 
of regional, state, and federal programs, depending on the type of 
development. The City can work with developers interested in the 
area and help them craft a mix of financing tools to help make a 
new development become financially feasible. 

johnson County HOME Program
The HOME Program is available to homeowners in johnson County. 
The program assists eligible homeowners with rehabilitation of their 
homes to bring them into compliance with local housing codes. 
The applicant must own and occupy the home and it must be the 
homeowner’s primary residence.  The program provides assistance 
to households with income at or below 80 percent of the median 
income levels for the Kansas City Metropolitan area.

The program offers a deferred payment loan, at zero percent 
interest and is forgiven 10 percent per year for 10 years.

The program could be applied to individual residences in the 
Nieman Road Corridor, and could be used to enhance the overall 
image of the area. The City could work to promote the program 
to homeowners in the area and assist them with the application 
process.

Private Activity Bonds (PAB)
Qualified PABs are federally tax-exempt bonds, made available 
through the State of Kansas’s PAB authority. In Kansas, the primary 
demand for bond allocation has been for the issuance of exempt 
facility bonds, mortgage revenue bonds and qualified small issue 
bonds (or industrial revenue bonds). The exempt bonds are used 
to fund a variety of projects, including qualified residential rental 
projects. 

The program attracts private funding to projects because investors 
are not required to pay federal income tax on their earnings from 
the purchase of the bonds. PABs provide lower interest and longer-
term financing than typical conventional loans, thus reducing the 
financing costs to users of the program. 

At least 95 percent of the net proceeds from the bonds must 
be used to finance a “qualified development.” The PAB can be 
combined with the four percent LIHTC program (see below). 

The program could be used for rental housing in the Nieman Road 
Corridor.

Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC)
LIHTC is Federal tax program that provides tax credits for 
acquisition, rehabilitation, and new construction of rental housing 
targeted to lower-income households. The tax credit significantly 
lowers the financing costs of constructing or rehabilitating housing.

The program offers nine percent credits. These are competitive and 
the project must make application to receive the limited supply of 
credits. The program also offers four percent credits, and can be 
obtained through an application process that is not competitive.

The LIHTC program supports housing for low-income households, 
and to receive the tax credits, at least 20 percent or more of the 
residential units in the development are both rent restricted and 
occupied by individuals whose income is 50 percent or less of the 
area median gross income, or at least 40 percent or more of the 
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residential units in the development are both rent restricted and 
occupied by individuals whose income is 60 percent or less of the 
area median gross income. 

The LIHTC program has been successfully used to construct quality 
housing for low-income individuals. Housing developments can be 
a mix of low-income and market-rate units, creating an environment 
where a mix of incomes live in the same area, and the housing 
development lacks the stigma associated with large housing 
projects designed exclusively for low-income households.

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
Community Development Block Grants provide communities with 
resources to address a wide range of community development 
needs, including affordable housing and service provision, 
targeted to benefit low- and moderate-income persons. The City 
of Shawnee has used CDBG funds to provide support to low-
income households, fund home repairs, and make infrastructure 
improvements. 

HUD Section 108 is the loan guarantee provision of the CDBG 
program. Section 108 provides communities with a source of 
financing for economic development, housing rehabilitation, public 
facilities, and large-scale physical development projects.

HUD 221 (d) (4) Loan Program
The federal program provides a financing guarantee for up to 
80 percent of development project costs for new construction or 
rehabilitation of market-rate, multi-family housing, which helps 
reduce the amount of equity a developer needs to raise and helps 
bring down the overall cost of financing. 

marketing and promotion
Cities that have attracted new investment usually have been pro-
active and do not wait until people show up at the permit counter. 
The Economic Development Council for Shawnee should specifically 
identify certain businesses and developers of urban mixed use 
projects and talk to them about locating projects in the Nieman 
corridor.  

Pursue restaurants and other food businesses
There are a large number of locally-owned restaurants, coffee places 
and food purveyors with strong caches already in the metropolitan 
area. They should be approached to see what could bring them 
to Nieman Road and the town center. The City has a collection of 
programs that could appeal to these businesses. 

Pursue housing developers
Relatively few developers within any given region work within 
established urban areas. This is because it is easier to develop on 
the edges, with larger tracts of land, fewer regulatory obstacles and 
less potential controversy. However, there are several companies 
within the Kansas City area that do thrive on smaller, “infill” sites. 
The recommendations for regulatory changes in this plan could help 
attract them. The EDC should also identify them and inform them of 
opportunities in the corridor.
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timing and reSponSibility  
 

implementation program – time Frame
taSk Short-term 

0-5 yearS
long-term 
5-10 yearS

1 Tree Planting on Nieman Road x

2 Lighting / Interpretive Signs on Nieman Road x

3 Apply for Grants x

4 Attract 5-10 New Food Purveyors x
5 Attract 100 New Housing Units x
6 Promote Business Incentive Programs x
7 Analyze Need for Code Changes x
8 Construct Multipurpose Path x
9 Restore Stream x
10 Reconstruct Nieman Road with Transit Improvements x
11 Construct a pedestrian/bicycle bridge over the stream x
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APPENDICES
baCkground reportS     
 
A. Policies and Regulations
B. Opportunities and Constraints
C. Economic Base Line
D. Development Pro Formas for Catalyst Sites 
E. Circulation Analysis and Road Diet Background
F. Flood Plain Assessment
G. Public Involvement Record
H. Design Guidelines and Standards
I. Walking Audit Summary   

  


